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ABSTRACT 
        The main characteristic of adaptive filters is that it alters its basic behavior as 
the image is processed, so it can remove noise from images regions as well as 
preserving edge and details information.  
      The objective of this work is to combine the statistical analysis methods and 
image processing techniques to increase image quality by removing the noise that 
corrupts it, so that the image will be ready for analysis and interpretation. 
      In this work a Statistical Image Noise Removal Adaptive Filter Using Rejection 
Test with F- Distribution is presented. The proposed filter removes noise from 
images corrupted by a variety type of noise effectively in such a manner it 
preserves image edges and details. Results shows that the proposed filter is much 
more accurate than many of the traditional and adaptive noise removal filters. 
 

  الضوضاء من الصور بأستخدام مرشح احصائي متكیف ألزالة 
  Fاختبار الرفض و توزیع 

  
  الخالصة

ع  دیل ھ  ي انھ  ا تق  وم بت) ( Adaptive Filters لمرش  حات المتكیف  ة  لالخاص  یة األھ  م ان        
تص  رفاتھا األساس  یة  طبق  ا للتغی  رات الت  ي تظھ  ر أثن  اء معالج  ة الص  ورة ، وھ  ي ب  ذلك تق  وم بأزال  ة 

  .الوقت تحافظ على حواف وتفاصیل الصورة من الضیاعالضوضاء من الصورة وبنفس 
الھدف من ھذا البحث ھو دمج طرق التحلیل األحصائي مع تقنیات المعالجة الص وریة لتحس ین        

نوعیة الص ورة م ن خ الل ازال ة الضوض اء الت ي تش وھھا، وب ذلك ستص بح الص ورة الناتج ة ج اھزة 
  .لعملیة التحلیل والتفسیر

متكیف ألزالة الضوضاء من الصور باستخدام أختب ار حصائي أالبحث تم تقدیم مرشح في ھذا         
یمكن للمرشح المقترح أن یزیل الضوضاء .   Fالمعتمد على أختبار )   Rejection Test( الرفض 

م  ن الص  ور المص  ابة ب  أنواع متع  ددة م  ن الضوض  اء بكف  اءة عالی  ة بحی  ث ان  ھ یح  افظ عل  ى ح  واف 
دق م ن العدی د أیعط ي نت ائج المقت رح  مرشحنت النتائج ان البی. قیقة من الضیاعوتفاصیل الصورة الد

 . ألزالة الضوضاء من المرشحات التقلیدیة والمتكیفة المستخدمة 
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INTRODUCTION 

ll image-acquisition processes are subjected to noise of some type, so there 
is little point in ignoring it, the ideal situation no-noise never occurs in 
practice. 

The main problem with most of the conventional spatial filters ( e.g. mean , 
median filters )  , is that they perform the same calculations on all of the image 
pixels in the same manner, i.e. they deal with the image area's having high 
variation in pixel intensities ( e.g. edge and boundaries ) as they deal with image 
area's with fairly constant values ( e.g. background ) , thus this type of  filters will 
remove noise from image, but at the same time they cause an adverse effects  e.g. 
they blur image edges and smear image details .  
       Because of the wide availability of noisy images in practice, adaptive noise 
removal filters have acquired more attention, since adaptive filters remove noise 
from images as well as preserving edge information. Early works on adaptive noise 
removal use alpha-trimmed mean filter and minimum mean square error filter.  
      Recent research works have made effective progress to solve the noise 
problems. Jayaraj in 2009 presented a non-linear adaptive statistics estimation filter 
to remove high density Salt and Pepper noise. The algorithm detects the pixels 
corrupted by Salt an Pepper noise and replace them with a value estimated using 
his proposed algorithm. The algorithm detects the corrupted pixel at the initial 
stage itself [3]. 

Senthilrajan A. in 2010 presented an adaptive window size recursive weighted 
median filter ( ARWMF) for removing the impulse noise in color images .The 
weights for the (RWMF) are calculated by using the median controlled algorithm. 
By applying  region of interest (ROI) on selected windows the weight calculations 
efficiency can be increased and memory will be reduced [8].  

Yazdi H. S. in 2010 presented a modified adaptive center weighted median 
(MACWM) filter with an adjustable central weight obtained by partitioning the 
observation vector space. Dominate points of the proposed approach are 
partitioning of observation vector space using clustering method. Training 
procedure using LMS algorithm then freezing weights in each block are applied to 
test image [11]. 

Ilango G in 2011 presented a different hybrid filtering technique for the 
removal of Gaussian noise, by topological approach. The filters are treated in terms 
of a finite set of certain estimation and neighborhood building operations. A set of 
such operations is suggested on the base of the analysis of a wide variety of non 
linear filters [2].   
      Kalavathy S. in 2011 presented a new filter called Switching Weighted 
Adaptive Median (SWAM) filter which used to incorporate the Recursive 
Weighted Median (RWM) filter and the Switching Adaptive Median (SAM) filter. 
The adaptive window size is selected using RWN and the output image produced 
by this filter with least mean square error is considered as input image to SAM 
filter where impulse detection mechanism is adopted [4]. 

Rahman M. M. 2012,presenting a filtering technique integrated statistical 
analysis of  local features with median based noise adaptive filter, which 
differentiates the corrupted an uncorrupted pixels and processes only the corrupted 
ones in order to preserve the fine details of the image.  The adaptive behavior of 
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this filter enables it to adjust the filtering window based on the local noise density 
and facilitates the estimation of noise-free median values [7].  
       In this work the statistical methods and the image processing techniques are 
combined to increase image quality by removing the noise that corrupts it, so that 
the image will be ready for the next steps of image analysis and interpretation. 
 

REJECTION TEST     
       When gathering data, we occasionally have a situations where one of these 
observations seems to differ from the other by an unusual amount and we may wish 
to reject it from our experiment, for this we would like to test whether this 
deviation is significant or whether it may be considered due to chance. This 
rejection test may be performed using the equation [10]: 
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 Where n: the sample size 
             n1= n-1 represent the sample size excluding the observation to be test. 
             n2= 1   represent the extent observation to be test. 
             S1 = the standard deviation to the sample excluding the observation to be  
                  Test. 
             S2 = the standard deviation to the extent observation to be test. 
       The rejection test is developed to determine whether the extreme observations 
came from the same population as the other observations, or not. So the null and 
alternative hypothesis will be set up as given below:  
       Ho: all observations came from the same population. 
       H1: extreme observation came from a different population. 
Here the degrees of freedom are 1 and n1-1; and α = 0.05  
First we obtain the value of    F      from F Table; then we calculate the value of t2 
using Equation (1). If t2 > F      we reject the null hypothesis which says that the 
extreme observation came from the same population as other observations [10].  
 
NOISE REMOVAL FILTERS 
       Noise is any undesired information that contaminates an image. Noise appears 
in images from a variety of sources. The digital image acquisition process which 
converts an optical images into a continuous electrical signal that is then sampled, 
is the primary process by which noise appears in digital images. At any step in the 
process there are fluctuations caused by natural phenomena that add a random 
value to the exact brightness value for a given pixel [9].  
      Digital images are corrupted by noise either during image acquisition ore 
during image transmission. The image acquisition noise is photo electronic noise 
(for photo electronic sensors) or film-grain noise (in the case of photography). It 
can be proven that in both cases the noise is signal dependent. Let f(x,y) be the 
original image that is recorded on a film slide. Let us denote by g(x,y) the image 
that is observed if the Film is used as a transparency. The observed image is 
nonlinear transform of the original image, corrupted by multiplicative noise. 
 

… (1) 
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      g(x,y) =  C (f(x,y) )-γ    n(x,y)                                                              … ( 2 ) 
 
The noise process n(x,y) has a log-normal distribution [6].  
      In this case (signal dependent noise) it is obvious that the level of the noise 
value at each point in the image is a function of the grey level there. The grain seen 
in some photographs is an example of this sort of noise, and it is generally harder 
to deal with [5]. 
     Signal-independent noise is a random set of grey levels, statistically 
independent of the image data; that is, added to the pixels in the image to give the 
resulting noisy image. This kind of noise occurs when an image is transmitted 
electronically from one place to another. If A is a perfect image and N is the noise 
that occurs during transmission, then the final image B is: 
 

B = A + N                                                                                              … (3) 
  
A and N are unrelated to each other [5].  
       The type of noise which is usually appears during image transmission is the 
salt-and-pepper noise. It is appears as black and/or white impulsive noise and its 
source either atmospheric or man-made (e.g. car engines) [6]. 
The Proposed Filter: An Adaptive Filter Using Rejection 
 Test with F-distribution 
       The idea of the rejection test is employed  to remove noise from images, when 
a pixel is expected to have an unusual value, the rejection test will be performed on 
that pixel to determine if it is really unusual or not. 
       This proposed filter is an adaptive filter of the type Decision Directed Filter. It 
is implemented on a 3×3 sliding window, where the pixels of this window shall be 
divided into two groups, the first one with the size  n1=8 includes all the window 
pixels excluding  the Min or Max value, the second group is with the size n2=1 and 
includes the Max or Min pixel in each time. 
       we can calculate the value of  t2  using equation ( 1 ) .With degree of freedom 
α we can obtain the value of F   from F-table and make a decision about the Max or 
Min value, whether it is unusual value or not, as shown below: 
1. If t2 < F    this means that the tested value is from the same population that the 

other value belongs to , in other words, it is not unusual value (it is not a noise 
pixel ), so it shall not removed from the other pixels of the 3×3 window. 

2. If  t2 > F   this means that the tested value is not from the same population that 
the other values belong to , in other words it is an unusual value (it is a noise 
pixel), so it  must be removed from the other pixels of the 3×3 window. 

The following points should be taken in consideration: 
1. The reason beyond assuming that either the Max or Min value is the unusual 

value is that; they are the most probable to be a noise pixel in the window (i.e. 
they are the most outliers pixels). 

2. If the result of the rejection test show that the Max is an outlier, then the Min 
must not be tested as an outlier because there is no chance that a 3×3 window is 
corrupted by two noisy pixels. 

3. If the result of the rejection test show that the Max is not an outlier, then the 
rejection test must be repeated again, assuming that the Min is the candidate 
outlier. 
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       The above rejection test must be followed by the below decisions in order to 
replace the center of window by the average, median of the window, or leave it 
unchanged:  

1. If the local standard deviation of the current window is equal to zero , that 
means the current area is "fairly constant" so  the pixel corresponding to 
the center of the window in the output image must be replaced with its 
corresponding pixel  ( with the center of the window ), in other words ,  it 
will leaved unchanged. 

2. If the local standard deviation of the current window is less than a selected 
threshold , that means the current area is a homogeneous area (it contains 
no edge) so the pixel corresponding to the center of the window in the 
output image must be replaced with the mean ( average ) of the window. 

3. If the local standard deviation of the current window is greater than a 
selected threshold , that means the current area is a heterogeneous area ( it 
may contain an edge) so the pixel corresponding to the center of the 
window in the output image must be replaced with the median of the 
window; hence, edge will preserved. 

All of the above mean, median ,standard deviations are recalculated to the window 
after removing the noise from it by the rejection test ( i.e. the window is clear from 
noisy pixels) , and this will reduce blurring of the image , as well as improve the 
edge preservation. 
The Characteristic of This Filter   

This proposed filter has the below characteristic:  
1. This proposed method has more edge preservation and less blurring effects, 

because it replaces the pixel corresponding the center of the window in the 
output image with the average or median of that window after removing 
the noisy pixels from the window under consideration. 

2. This filter works perfectly well with salt and pepper noise and very well with 
Gaussian and uniform noise, and this is an advantage to this filter over 
other filters which work well with one type of noise and bad with other 
type. 

Algorithm1: An adaptive filter using rejection test with F- distribution  
Input: Image corrupted by noise. 
Output:  Image clear from noise. 
 Step 1:  - Create an output image g of dimension M×N  
              - Select a threshold (standard deviation)  
              - Select α (the level of significant) 

      - Calculate p = the estimated ratio of the amount of noise pixels that    
       corrupted the image. 

Step 2:  - For all pixel coordinate i and j do  
              - Select a 3×3 window of the current pixel and its 8-neighbour 
              - Sort the windows pixel grey level values in ascending order 
              - Let Max = the maximum value of the window and   
                       Min = the minimum value. 
Step 3: - Divide the pixels window into two groups, the first contains all the pixels 

excluding the Min; the second contains the Min pixel only. 

          1x = average value of the first group, 
2

1S = variance for the first group. 
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      2x = Min (for the first iteration) or Max (for second iteration),
2
2S =0. 

Step 4: - Calculate t2 using Equation (1). 

-  From F Table find the value of 
1

7F (degree of freedom 1 and 8-1=7),     
   and with level of significant α. 

             - If t2 < 
1

7F  then // the tested pixel "Min" is not a noise Pixel      
Recalculate the Mean, Sd, Median of the sliding window including the 
“Min".  Else  

                If   t2 > 
1

7F  then // the tested pixel "Min" is a noise pixel          

                     Window Mean = 1x  ;  

                       Window Sd = 
2
1S  ; 

                      Window Median = the Median excluding "Min" value; 
Step 5:  If   (p < 0.10 and Min is a noise pixel) go to Step 6 Else Go to Step 3    
              Repeating the above calculation assume that the pixel to be tested is the    
              Max Value of the current window. 
 Step 6:  If   S = 0 then Out–image [ i ][ j ] = In-image [ i ][ j ] . 
                    Else 
              If   S < T then Out-image [ i ][ j ] = Average of the pixel grey    level of   
                  the current window.  
              Else//   it is an edge pixel Out-image [i] [j] = Median of the pixel grey   
                 Levels of   the current window 
       The above proposed statistical adaptive filters performed well against 
contaminated Gaussian or impulsive noise corruption cases. It do not require the 
prior knowledge noise statistics (such as 

2σ  ) but only certain noise characteristic 
(noise estimation) which can easily be estimated. It adapts their behavior based on 
a local SNR measure, thus achieving edge preservation and noise smoothing in 
homogenous regions. 
 
EVALUATION CRITERIA 
         From the most commonly used evaluation criteria, three evaluation criteria 
have been used in this work. These criteria are used to measure the amount of error 
in the reconstructed (manipulated) image. The three evaluation measures are:- 
     1. The Root_Mean_Square_Error is computed by taking the square root of the 
squared error divided by the total number of pixels in the image. 
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 Where I(r,c)  = the pixel brightness  of the original image.    
  ( )crI ,ˆ  = the pixel brightness  of the manipulated image.  
            N2 = number of pixels in that image.    
     The smaller the value of the error metric, the better the reconstructed image 
represents the original image.  
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      2. The SNR metrics consider the reconstructed image Î (r,c) to be the signal 
and the error to be “noise”, the root_SNR is defined as: 
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   Where I(r, c),   ( )crI ,ˆ    as defined in Equation (4).   
With the signal to noise ratio (SNR) metrics, a larger number implies a better 
result. 
      3. The peak _SNR is defined as: 
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Where     L is the number of gray levels (pixel brightness levels).       
                I(r,c) ,   ( )crI ,ˆ    as defined in equation (4). 
In this measure a larger number implies a better result. 

 
RESULTS 
     The proposed method for noise removal has been tested over a number of 
images contaminated by different type of noise. The left hand side of Figure (1) 
shows an image corrupted by Gaussian, uniform, and impulse noise respectively, 
while the right hand side of this Figure shows the same images after applying the 
Median filter on those images. Figure (2) shows the same contaminated images, 
while the right hand side of the Figure shows those images after applying the 
proposed noise removal technique. It is clear that the traditional Median filter has 
the negative effect of blurring image edge and smearing image details, while the 
proposed filter is more edge and detail preservation.    
      Tables (1and 2) show that the time required to removing noise from the test 
images using the proposed method is rather slower than that of the traditional 
methods. For example , to remove the noise of type uniform from a test image of 
size (640 × 480 ) ) it required  45.278 second, while the required time for the 
mean ,median, and α-Trimmed Filter  are 27.768 , 29.983 ,  31.252 seconds 
respectively. 
       Tables (2 , 3, and 4) show a number of fidelity criterion which are Root-
MSE, SNR, and PSNR applied to the test images in Figure ( 1  and  2 ) where  the 
values of those criterion clearly show that the proposed method gives much more 
accurate results comparing to the  traditional methods. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

     From the current   research   work, the   following conclusions are derived. 
1. The proposed statistical image noise removal adaptive filter has more edge and  

details preservation and less blurring effects (this is obvious from the images in 
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Figure (1  and 2 ),  besides they removes noise from edge areas as well as non-
edges areas.   

2. The proposed filter; adapt its behavior so that it   leaves the non-noisy areas 
(fairly constant areas) untouched, while replacing the edge pixels  
(heterogeneous areas ) by the sliding window median and the non edge pixel  
(homogeneous areas ) by the sliding window mean, and this adaptation in its 
work  lead to a very accurate  results it gives  ( as Table (3 , 4 and 5) shows ).  

3. According to the fidelity criteria in Table (3, 4and 5), the proposed filter can 
remove noise of type Gaussian, Uniforms and Salt and Pepper very efficiently 
and it   gives much more accurate results than the classical noise removal filters 

  (I.e. mean, median and α-trimmed filter).  
4.The proposed adaptive filter can be efficiently used with applications that 

required a very accurate processing  ( noise removing ) , while  it not required a 
very fast  ( close to real time ) processing , because the proposed filter is rather 
slow as mentioned, hence , the proposed filter can not work with video noise 
removal properly , as well , it can work to remove noise from static image very 
accurately. . 
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Figure (1) Left side: Images corrupted by Gaussian noise, Uniform  
Salt-and-pepper noise, noise ratio = 12.5 %Right side: Images after 

performing Median filter. 
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Figure (2) Left side: Images corrupted by Gaussian noise, Uniform 
 Salt-and-pepper noise, noise ratio = 12.5 % Right side: Images after 

performing the proposed filter. 
 

  
Table (1) Computational speed statistics when applying a number of 

traditional, adaptive noise removal and the propose filter on  
an image corrupted by Uniform Noise. 

FFii ll tt eerr  ttyyppee  ii mmaaggee  ss ii zzee  TTii mmee  rreeqquuiirree  ff oorr  
nnooii ssee   rreemmoovvaall  

MMeeaann  
  

11002244  ××   776688  5588..999922  sseeccoonndd  

MMeeddiiaann  
  

11002244  ××   776688  6633..334433  sseeccoonndd  

αα --TTrrii mmmmeedd  FFii ll tteerr 11002244  ××   776688  6688..334422  sseeccoonndd  

PPrrooppoosseedd  FFii ll tteerr  11002244  ××   776688  8822..117788  sseeccoonndd  
 
 

Table (2) computational speed statistics when applying a number of 
 Traditional, adaptive noise removal and the propose filter  

on an image corrupted by impulse Noise. 
FFii ll tt eerr  ttyyppee  ii mmaaggee  ss ii zzee  TTii mmee  rreeqquuiirree  ff oorr  

nnooiissee   rreemmoovvaall  

MMeeaann  664400   ××  448800  2277 ..776688   sseeccoonndd  
MMeeddiiaann  

  
664400   ××  448800  2299 ..998833   sseeccoonndd  

αα --TTrriimmmmeedd  FFii ll tt eerr  664400   ××  448800  3311 ..225522   sseeccoonndd  

PPrrooppoosseedd  FFii ll tt eerr  664400   ××  448800  4455 ..227788   sseeccoonndd  
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Table (3) The results of the evaluation criteria after applying the traditional 

filters and the proposed filter on an image corrupted by 
 Gaussian noise.Noise ratio = 12.5 %. 

            CCrrii tteerriiaa  
ff ii ll tteerr  

RRoooott__MMSSEE  RRoooott__SSNNRR  PPeeaakk__SSNNRR  

MMeeaann  
  

1177 ..227744  77 ..336655  2233..338822  

MMeeddiiaann  
  

1188 ..333322  66 ..777755  2222..664455  

αα --TTrriimmmmeedd    
FFii ll tt eerr    

1166 ..775599  77 ..667755  2233..664455  

PPrrooppoosseedd    
FFii ll tteerr  

44 ..889922  1122 ..998877  3333..887722  

  
 
 

Table (4) The results of the evaluation criteria after applying the  
Traditional filters and the proposed filter on an image corrupted  

by Uniform noise.Noise ratio = 12.5 %. 
          CCrrii tt eerriiaa  

ff ii ll tt eerr  
RRoooott__MMSSEE  RRoooott__SSNNRR  PPeeaakk__SSNNRR  

MMeeaann  
  

1166 ..115533  77 ..992222  2233 ..665544  

MMeeddiiaann  
  

1155 ..110066  88 ..556644  2244 ..554477  

αα --TTrrii mmmmeedd    
FF ii ll tt eerr  

1155 ,,881122  88 ..223333  2244 ,,112211  
  

PPrrooppoosseedd  
  ff ii ll tt eerr  

44 ,,662233  1133 ,,882277  3344 ,,991188  
  

  
 

Table (5) The results of the evaluation criteria after applying the traditional 
filters and the proposed filter on an image corrupted by Impulse noise 

 (Salt and Pepper).Noise ratio = 12.5 %. 
          CCrrii tt eerriiaa  

ff ii ll tt eerr  
RRoooott__MMSSEE  RRoooott__SSNNRR  PPeeaakk__SSNNRR  

MMeeaann  
  

1177 ..225544  77..335544  2233 ..339922  

MMeeddiiaann  
  

1122 ..778877  1100..004499  2255 ..999955  

αα --TTrrii mmmmeedd  
FFii ll tt eerr  

1155 ..772222  88,,887733  2244 ..222255  

PPrrooppoosseedd  
FFii ll tt eerr  

33 ,,887711  1144,,112244  3355 ,,992211  

  


